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CHAPTER - IV

TOURISTS FACILITIES
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4.1 INTRODUCTION :

The idea of tourism starts from the perception of 
attraction and the various facilities available to support 
and suppliment them (Singh s.N. 1986). The intensity and 
quality of facilities are considerably responsible for 
the duration of stay and also indirectly in promoting 
further attraction for the tourist centre. Any tourist 
first of all would like to know about transportation faci
lity and then various other facilities existing there, it 
is the nature of these facilities and services which makes 
the stay comfortable or otherwise.

A person planning for a tour, first of all searches 
for the easiest# most economical and largest facilities for 
comfort at a place. If he is guided by any travel agent or 
tour operator# then it becomes the duty of that organisation 
to see the nature and quality of services provided there.
For a better impression of the destination# the services 
and the facilities count most. If# for instance# a destina
tion point is very rich in its tourist attractions but the 
facilities provided there are not satisfactory, then the 
visitor will not be attracted at optimal expected level, 
because his charm for the place is diluted due to lack of 
facilities. And on the other hand# if the facilities are 
excellent and access is comfortable, then the impression 
gained is favourable.
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4.2 STRUCTURE OF FACILITIES !

Tourist facilities may broadly be grouped into 

two categories, firstly, the basic tourist facilities 

providing the primary necessities to the tourist as 

travel and transport, and the food and lodging. Secondly, 

the supporting and supplimenting facilities which include 

recreation, literature, marketing, travel agents and tour 

operators, guides, sports, health etc. If the basic tou

rist facilities are available, tourism is assured of 

fundamental needs and then the supporting facility further 

held its growth, without the combination of the above 

two facilities tourism cannot be expected to survive and 

flourish.

Tuljapur is a religious centre. Most of the 

tourists are religious who do not bother about fine 

facilities but others look for them and today those 

facilities are provided by this centre. Transportation 

by MSRTC buses has improved a lot and accommodation in 

Dharmashalas, Mathas, hotels as well as rental houses 

provide the need of the tourists either at the time of 

fair or any other time of the year.

4.3 TRANSPORTATION ;

It is rightly noted that, ‘comfortable and efficient 

transport facility is the sin-qua-non of a tourist industry*



(Kayastha, 1960). Tuljapur being situated in Balaghat 
range# its transport network mainly consists of roads* 
To reach Tuljapur# the main means of transport are 
buses and most of the domestic tourists take advantage 
of the services provided by Maharashtra State Road 
Transport Corporation buses (MSRTC buses)• In addition 
to this Andhra and Karnataka State Transport buses# 
private buses* cars share this responsibility, while 
many tourists also come by motor cycles# cycles and 
even by walk from a long distance.

M.S.R.T.C. controls passangers traffic in 
Maharashtra since 1948. Maharashtra is divided into 
four transport regions. These are Bombay# Pune, 
Aurangabad and Nagpur. Tuljapur comes under jurisdic
tion of Osmanabad division of Aurangabad region. All 
transport activities are controlled by the Divisional 
office at Osmanabad. Almost all regions of Maharashtra 
are connected with this centre (Map 4.1).

At the time of Dasara fair and Makar Sankrant 
fair MSRTC makes special arrangements of transport for 
the tourists from most of the nearby villages of the 
district. During Dasara fair and Makar Sankrant fair* 
there is a continuous flow of pilgrims to Tuljapur and 
MSRTC provides buses for twenty four hours to them.
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Tuljapur town is connected with other towns and 
taluka places of the district and adjoining district of 
the state by metalled roads. Four metalled roads radiate 
from Tuljapur towards Solapur, Naldurga, Latur and Osmana- 
bad. The MSRTC buses ply between Tuljapur and all parts 
of the district and all districts of the state and also a 
few places outside the state. Tuljapur, the second largest 
religious centre (after Pandharpur), attracts pilgrims from 
all over Maharashtra and other adjoining states. Special 
arrangements are made to run buses to and from Tuljapur at 
the time of Dasara fair, Makar Sankranti fair and in Adhik 
Mas. There are extra buses on every Tuesday, Friday, Full 
Moon day and on Gudi Padva. Like Osmanabad division, the 
other divisions of MSRTC also arrange extra buses as per 
necessity, over lakhs of people every fair time take 
advantage of this facility.

Tourists flow from different regions of Maharashtra 
(MSRTC) are given below.

Table 4.1 : Tourist flow from different region of
Maharashtra.

(Figures in 000')
Sr.No. Year Poona Bombay Nagpur Aurangabad Total

1 1986 125 10 6 159 3002 1987 133 15 9 165 3223 1988 142 18 10 185 3554 1989 159 24 14 203 4005 1990 182 30 23 225 4606 1991 205 43 31 2 51 5307 1992 233 51 34 280 598

SOURCE : Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation, 
Tuljapur Depot.
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TOURISTS FLOW FROM DIFFRENT REGIONS OF
MAHARASHTRA im »»*

9

Fig. 4-1



Table 4*1 shows tourists traffic by MSRTC buses 
during Dasara fair from different regions of the Mahara
shtra during 1986 to 1992. In 1986, MSRTC carries three 
lakhs tourists at the time of Dasara fair to Tuljapur.
In 1986, MSRTC carries three lakhs tourists at the time 
of Dasara fair to Tuljapur. in 1992, number of tourists 
carried by MSRTC is six lakhs which is highest during 
seven years span of time. In the year 1986, Tuljapur bus 
depot established and after that the number of tourists 
visited to Tuljapur are increased rapidally and doubled 
in 1992 (Fig.4.1).

It also represents that highest number of tourists 
carried by the Aurangabad region since from 1986 to 1992. 
The trend is followed by pune region, Bombay region and the 
lowest is of Nagpur region. It is also observed from the 
figure that there is a continueous increase in the number 
of tourists visited Tuljapur. The number of tourists 
increased by twenty two thousands in 1987 than 1986 and 
again increased by thirty three thousands in 1988. The 
tourists number is almost doubled in 1992 than 1986.

4.3.1 Growth trend of tourists :

Table 4.2 gives idea about the annual tourists 
traffic to Tuljapur during the year 1986 to 1992. This 
data is used to show the growth trend of tourists.
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GROWTH TREND OF TOURIST IN 
TULJAPUR BY-M. S. R. T. C.

(1986-2001)
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Table 4.2 s Tourists traffic to Tuljapur (MSRTC).

^ (figures in 000')

sr.No. Year Noumber of Tourists

1 1986
f

349
2 1987 387
3 1988 431
4 1989 463
5 1990 527
6 1991 581
7 1992 673

SOURCE : Maharashtra State Road Transport 
Corporation, Tuljapur Depot.

The trend analysis is made here to show the increase 

in the number of tourist during the span of seven years. This 

original data is utilized to draw the trend lines by least 

square method to predict the growth of tourists in future.

By this trend analysis, it is observed that the number of 

tourists has been increasing. The prediction of the tourists 

flow is made for the year 2001 a.D. and shown in Fig.4.2. It 

shows that number of tourists may increase to 11.15 lakh in 

the year 2001 a.D. This increase of tourists is about 3.19 

times greater than the base year (1986).

This increase in number of tourists is mainly due to 

the establishment of S.T. Depot at Tuljapur. The better 

facilities given by the MSRTC, the safe journey and reduction 

in travel time, as well as facilities o'f^ returned tickets 

during the period of fair time give impetus to tourists 

travelling by MSRTC buses.



4.4 COMMUNICATION s

The communication is in no way less of importance 
than the transport network for the tourism infra-structure. 
Means of communication are of primary importance to the 
tourists. By this very medii, they can know in detail 
about the destination. Their first imagination develops 
through this and they are able to give final shape to their 
planning on the basis of the available tourist services 
about which they are acquainted through the means of commu
nication. Communication is one of the important source by 
which the potentialities, richness and vividness of a 
destination can be easily brought attention of the people 
here and elsewhere and specially to the tourists. The 
tourists could be kept well informed within a very short 
time about the new facilities and amenities added or 
replaced at a particular destination and thus the tourists 
may be able to change their schedule accordingly. Not only 
this, if a very efficient communication system can be 
developed, a tourist can contact directly the desired 
person and then undoubtedly he may prolong his stay at 
that destination provided other facilities satisfy him.
The more developed the communication network in a region, 
the more favourable will be the condition for the growth 
of tourism. Modern means of communication such as effici
ent posts and telegraph, telephone, wireless system, daily 
newspapers, books and magazines, cinema, feature films, T.V. 
Vid6o, microwave stations are the moulding instruments of a 
tourist industry.
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Tuljapur has also a network of communication.
But it is very poor. There are only three hundred 
seventy five telephone connections in the town. It is 
observed that roost of the lodges have not telephone 
facilities. The other accommodation places have also 
no facility of telephone. It is quite necessary to 
make available this facility. There is a telegraph 
office in the town. There are only two post offices.
Head Post Office is situated in Ambedkar Chowk and 
another is in the Tulja Bhawani temple. These post 
offices have not facility of public telephone calls.
There is a need of two more post offices in the town.
One should be situated on Naldurga road and another 
should be situated on Osmanabad road because, popula
tion of these areas is increasing.

4.5 accommodation *

Accommodation is a term loosely used to cover food 
and lodging. It really falls into the category of amenities 
but is so basic as to warrant separate treatment (Robinson. 
1976).

Accommodation may be an important tourist attraction. 
The impact of accommodation on tourism is immense (Singh S.N. 
1986). it has now became one of the main consideration of 
tourism. The hotel industry plays a vital role in the promo
tion of tourism. it has been rightly said that, "in the
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promotion of tourism a very vital sector is the Hotel 
industry" acting more or less as a king pin (Sing T.V., 
1975). similarly the remark of the president of Hotel 
Association of India is notable that, " No hotel no 
tourism."

Tuljapur is a famous religious centre in Maharashtra 
but accommodation facilities are not satisfactory. There is 
no problem for devotee or religious tourists as they adjust 
their accommodation in Mathas and Dharmashalas. They expect 
only the provision of stay with minimum cost and minimum 
requirements. The tourist-cum-pilgrims expect better accommo
dation facility at Tuljapur. To increase the number of tou
rists the concentration must be given to accommodation in 
Tuljapur. At present accommodation facility at Tuljapur is 
given as below.

Table 4.3 t Accommodation in Tuljapur.

Sr.No. Type of Accommodation Numbers

1 Dharmashalas 7
2 Mathas 9
3 Hotels (Lodges) 12
4 Tourist Home 1
5 Dak Bunglow 1
6 Guest House 1
7 Circuit House 1
8 Shri Tulja Bhavani 1

Mangal Karyalaya
. — —.I. ■ .......... ...— H-,— — - /

SOURCE * Data compiled by the Author
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4.5.1 Dharmashalas i

There are seven Dharmashalas in Tuljapur town. These 
are important absorbants of the tourists (Map 4.2). These are 
not profit establishments which are run by various religious 
and social organisations. They provide free accommodation, 
or at nominal charges (1 to 10 rupees). Mostly the pilgrims- 
come-tourists from the economically weaker sections of the 
society stay in these Dharmashalas. During the period of 
fairs and festivals these dharmashalas provd to be a very 
important destination facility as they provide supplimentary 
accommodation on these occasions. Most of Dharmashalas in 
this town have there fixed clients usually originating from a 

definite part of the country and belonging to a particular 
sector of the society.

Table 4.4 t Accommodation in Dharmashalas.

Sr.
No.

Name of the 
Dharmashala

Year
of
Es t.

Accommo
dation
capacity

Charges 
per day 
per head

Tourists
come
from

1 Nagar Parishad srai 1966 50 1-00 All India
2 Gada Dharmashala 1967 30 1-00 A.P., Karnataka. 

Maharashtra
3 Tulja Bhavani Vish

ram Grah 1968 65 3-00 All India
4 Samal Dharmashala 1972 36 1-50 All India
5 Manthalkar Dharma

shala
1985 100 2-00 A*P.,Karnata

ka, Maharashtra
6 Tulja Bhavani

Vishram Eham
1988 100 2-00 All India

7 Lohing Dharmashala 1990 150 10-00 A.P^Karnataka 
Maharashtra

Total 531

SOURCE : Data compiled by the Author.
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DHARMASHALAS (Choultries) IN TULJAPUR

96 192 Mirier*

Shri TUUA BHAVANI MANGAL
KARYALAYA

NAGAR PARISHAD VISHRAM GRAH 
NAGAR PARISHAD SARA)
TUUA BHVANI VISHRAM DHAM 
LOHIA DHARMA-SHAIA 
MANTHALKAR DHARMA-SHALA 
SHASKIYA VISHRAM DHAM X 
SHASKIYA VISHRAM GRAH X 
paryAtak NIVAS X
GADA DHARMA-SHALA 
5AMAL DHARMA-SHALA 
TULJA BHAVANI VISHRAM GRAH 

•='Thesa ara not Choultries but there 
ere also accomodation Facilities

t n fRT



Table 4.4 reveals that there is a provision of
531 seats in the dhartnashalas. Nagar Perishad Sarai was 
constructed in 1966* The accommodation capacity is fifty 
and charges per day per head is rupee one only. The touri
sts come fom all over India. This choultry is constructed 
and run by Tuljapur Municipal Council. The condition of 
this Dharmashala is very poor. There is no proper arrange
ment of water and toilet. There exists a most unhygienic 
and filthy conditions of the rooms. There are also other 
kinds of mismanagements and irregularities in these establi
shments. Gada Dharmashala was constructed by the person 
named Sharavayya Rachappa named Gada from Gulberga in 1967 
and donated to Tulja Bhavani temple trust. The capacity of 
Dharmashala is thirty and the charge per day per head is 
rupee one. Tourists come from A.P., Karnataka and Maharashtra. 
There are no special rooms in this Dharmashala* There are two 
big halls which are used for marriage ceremony and pilgrims 
residents in fair period. There is no facility of water, 
lavotory, W.C. and bathroom. Tulja Bhavani Visharam Grah 
was constructed in 1968 by temple trust (photograph No.12).
The accommodation capacity is thirty and charges per day per 
head is rupees three only* Tulja Bhavani Visharam Grah is 
a two storeyed building. There are eleven rooms at ground 
floor and ten special rooms are on the first floor. There 
is a cot facility on the first floor only. There are only 
two w.Cs. and one bathroom in the building. It is a very



critical situation for the tourists. Samal Dharmashala
was constructed by a Contractor from Pune namely shankar- 
rao Y. Samal in 1972 and was donated to Tulja Bhavani 
temple trust . Ihe accommodation capacity is thirty six 
and charges per day per head is rupee one and half.
There are three double rooms without lavatory. W.C. 
bathrooms and water. Manthalkar Dharmashala was constru
cted in 1985 by Monthalkar Charitable Trust from solapur.
The accommodation capacity is one hundred and the charges 
per day per head are rupees two. The tourists come from 
A.P.. Karnataka and Maharashtra only. It consists of ten 
rooms# having common bathroom and W.C. which are not 
sufficient. Tulja Bhavani Vishram Dham was constructed 
by Tulja Bhavani Trust in 1988. The accommodation capacity 
is one hundred and the charge per day per head is rupees 
two and tourists from all over India arrived and stay there.
It is a two storeyed building. There are fifteen rooms 
having common W.C., bathrooms and sufficient water. Nowadays 
it is used by Navodaya Vidyalaya (Central School). In Vacation 
it is used for marriage ceremony at the rate of rupees five 
hundred per day for one ceremony. Lohia Chaultry (Photograph 
No.13) was constructed by Kishanlal Lohia Charitable Trust# 
Hyderabad in 1990. The accommodation capacity is one hundred 
and fifty and the charge is rupees ten per day per head. In 
this Dharmashala about eighty percent of the tourists stayed 
are from Andhra and Karnataka states# remaining tourists are •



from Maharashtra state. It came to know that this 
Dharmashala is constructed by the donation from pilgrims 
of these states and hence priority is given to them.
There are twenty five rooms. In a single storeyed 
building, out of these two rooms are attached with 
W.C. and baths. There are common six W.C. and six baths 
with sufficient water for twenty four hours. Each room 
is provided with electricity, fan, cot with bed. There 
is a auditorium hall with stage which is used for marriage 
ceremony at the rate of rupees one thousand per day per 
ceremony. There is a Hanuman temple and the statue of 
Shiva in a small garden. It is the topmost iSiarmashala.
This Dharmashala is well hygienic, well ventilated with 
sufficient sun rays, clean, well managed, newly constructed 
with attractive plan but there is no provision of telephone 
service, television, car parking, restaurant, general stores 
boarding, saloon, laundry which are most essential.

Nagar Parishad Sarai has in need of water supply, 
lavatory, W.C., restaurant, general stores, boarding, sal
oon, laundry etc.

Gada, Samal and Tulja Bhavani Visharam Grah and 
Tuljapur Bhavani Vishram Eham are run by Tulja Bhavani 
Temple Trust.

Gada, Samal and Tulja Bhavani yishram Grah are 
situated close to each other having only two W.Cs. and



and one bathroom which is insufficient. There must be

separate bathrooms# W.C., cots, beds and sufficient 

water supply to each Dharmashala.

In Manthalkar Eharmashala# the water supply, 

bathrooms, W.Cs fans# cots with beds are necessary*

According to Fig.4.2, it is clear that growth 

trend of tourists in Tuljapur is increasing and it will 

reach upto 11 lakhs fifteen thousands tourists in 2001 

A.D. Hence there is requirement of additional five 

Dharmashala^ with essential facilities as mentioned in 

Map 4.2.

4.5.2 Mathas : (Monasteries):

Mathas have great importance in Tuljapur as it 

serves the purpose of accommodation. The administration 

of matha was under the Acharya called as Mahant. Like 

temples# the mathas also received donations from pilgrims. 

There are nine mathas in Tuljapur (Map 4.3). These are 

known after their founders# who were famous devotees of the 

Goddess Tulja Bhavani. Table 4.5 gives idea about the Mathas 

in Tuljapur.

Mathas are the important absorbant of tourists in 

Tuljapur. These are non profit establishments which are 

run by various religious and social organizations. They 

provide free accommodation or accommodation at nominal 

charges i.e. one to three rupees per day per head.
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Table 4.5 : Mathas in Tuljapur

Sr.
NO.

Name of the 
Math

Accommo
dation

capacity
Year of 
constru
ction

Charges 
per day 
per head

Touristscome
from

1 Aranyabuva's Math 600 8th Century
A.D.

3-00 All over „ 
India

2 Vakojlbuva's Math 150 14th
Century
A.D.

Free All over 
India

3 Hamrojibuva* sMath
150 14th 

Century 
A* D*

2-00 A.P.Karna
taka, Maha
rashtra

4 Bharatibuva1 s 500 15 th 
Century 
A* &•

Free All over 
India

5 Virshaiva Jangam Math
50 16th 

Century 
A* D«

3-00 Marnataka
Maharashtra

6 Garibnathbuva* s Math
i

500 17 th 
Century 
A* D*

Free All over 
India

7 ! Mansurgiri Math
I

200 17th
Century
A*

1-00 Maharashtra 
Andhra,Kara nataka

8
i

i somgiri Math 1000 17th
Century
A.D.

1-00 Karnataka, 
A.P.Mahara
shtra

9 ! Rohidas Maharaj 
Math

50 1963 1-00 Karnataka# 
A.P.Mahara
shtra

Total 3200 - - -

SOURCE i Data compiled by the Author
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MATHAS (Monasteries) IN TULJAPUR

1
MATHAS

aranyabuva’s math

2 VAKOJIBUVA5 J1

3 hamrojibuva’s » »

4 bharatibuva’s >»

5 virshaiva jangam 1»

6 garibnathbuva’s

7 mansurgiri •>»

8 SOMGIRI 1 >

9 ROHIDAS MAHARAJ »»

Map, 4*3



Aranyabuva^ Math is located in the North of 
Tuljapur and at the foot of thchills (Prayag K.B.1986). 
This math was constructed in 18th century a.D. by 
deciple of Balbhadra Padyapadacharya who was the 
deciple of Shankaracharya. The origin of this math is 
in Haridwar. The campus of this math is beautiful and 
peaceful. There is a idol of Datta inside the Math.
In the west of he math there are three tirthas. There 
are chandrakund, Suryakund and Ramkund. Nowadays 
Suryakund has filled up by silt. This math was repaired 
in 1960 and some modifications have been made. Now there 
are twelve R.C.C. rooms, one big hall and Varanda which 
are used for stay of tourists. The total accommodation 
capacity is 600 and per head per day charge is rupees 
three only. This is the only best math in Tuljapur.
There are twelve separate rooms but the bathrooms are 
common to all. There is not a single W.C. and electric 
supply is also limited. There are no cots and beds in the 
rooms. Tourists bring their beds. The construction is 
better but other facilities are not sufficient. This math 
has fifty two acres of agricultural land. Out of it only 
twenty five acres is under cultivation. One crop of jowar 
is taken in a year.

Vakojibuva’s Math is situated towards southern 
side near to western (shivaji Darvaja) door of Tulja 
Bhavani temple. It was constructed in 14th century A.D.
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It's capacity is about 150. The Mahant of this math is 

incharge of the Tulja Bhavani temple. There is a beauti

ful idol of Goddess Bhavani in this math. The Mahant of 

this math performs charan tirtha puja in the morning and 

prakshalpuja in the night. This math is used by the touri

sts for stay. There is free accommodation for tourists.

The condition of this math is not so good for stay. There 

is no ventilation in the math. The only common hall is 

used for accommodation to stay. W.C., bathroom, fan. cot 

bed all these facilities are not provided by the management 

of this math. Hence, it is very difficult to stay in it. 

Tourists stay here only because of free accommodation. It 

has a agricultural land but due to struggle, now it is 

uncultivated. By providing basic required facilities to 

this math, it can be used for better accommodation. For the 

expenses, there will not be harm of reasonable charges are 

taken from the touristso This provision will be more bene

ficial at the time of fairs in Tuljapur.

Hamrojibuva's Math is infront of Vakojibuva's Math 

near to shivaji Darvaja of the Tulja Bhavani temple, it was 

constructed in the 14th century a.D. There are five rooms 

and a hall. Total accommodation capacity is 150 and charges 

per head per day are rupees two only. Due to nearness of 

the temple tourists who come from Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka 

and Maharashtra stay here. There is a sufficient water supply
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but no facility of W.C. and bathroom, other facilities 

like cot# bed, fan are also not provided. Rooms are well 

constructed but due to absence of facilities tourists do 

not attract here. There is eleven acres of agricultural 

land at Sindhfal under the possession of this math# but# 

there is no production from agriculture land. Hence, they 

charge to tourists.

Bharatibuva’s Math was built by Ranchod Buva Bharati# 

a devotee of Goddess# Tulja Bhavani in 15th century A.D* It 

is located in the west of Bhavani temple on the foothill of 

Balaghat (Kulkarni D.M.#Joshi, Dharmadhikari,1920). It is 

believed by the devotees that Bhavati Buva was an incarnation 

of Lord Shiva and Goddess Tulja Bhavani plays Saripat (Cheauers) 

in this math with Bharatibuva and when the priest calls her 

for worship# she comes in the temple# three times in a day.

There is a samadhi of Ranchod Buva. There are no separate 

rooms in this math but four halls are there. Their total 

accommodation capacity is 500. Accommodation is provided 

with no charges. But this math is far away from the temple 

hence the tourists do no prefer to go there for stay. There 

is thirtyfive acres of agriculture land under the possession 

of this math. It is in sindhfal area. The grains produced 

in the farms are used to give free meals to the tourists.

The facilities like cot# bed# fan, W.C., bathroom are not 

available here hence the tourists do not attract towards

this math
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Virshaiva Jangam Math is situated in the heart of 

the town. It was built in 16th century a.D. Its total 

accommodation capacity is only fifty. Tourists of Linga- 

yat or Jangam community stay in this math, the charge is 

three rupees per head per day. Here the bathroom, W.C., 

cot, beds, fans are not available but water supply is 

sufficient. There is a common hall and two rooms in this 

math «

Garibnath Buva's math also known as Dashavatari 

Math established by Garibnathbuva in 17th century a.D.

His samadhi is located inside. It is believed that 

Garibnathbuva Maharaj who resides in this math visits the 

Tulja Bhavani temple once in a year that is on Dipawali 

amavasya only (Pampad T.P.). This math is two storeyed 

and having four chowk in it. There are five rooms in 

ground floor and only one room on first floor. There is 

also a large varanda and a hall. It's total accommodation 

capacity is 500. It provides free accommodation to the 

tourists. Here tourist come from all over India. There 

is 30 acres of agricultural land in possession of this math 

which is donated by the devotees. The condition of this math 

is very poor. There are only two simple lavatories and no 

bathroom. The water is insufficient. There are no cot bed, 

fan and sufficient ventilation or electricity in this math. 

Hence the tourists stay here only during the fair times. It 

is also used for marriage ceremony and the rent is taken as 

Rs.200/- per ceremony.



Mansurgiri math is situated near Pratap talkies.
It is constructed in 17th century a«D. It's total accomm
odation capacity is 200 and charge is one rupee per head 
per day. The tourists comes from Maharashtra, Andhara 
Pradesh and Karnataka. There is a open varanda and a hall 
used by the tourists for staying. There are no rooms.
Other facilities like W.C., bathroom, cot, bed, are not 
available. There is also no sufficient ventilation. Water 
supply is also insufficient.

Somgiri math is also situated near pratap talkies.
It is built in 17th century a«D. It is two storeyed of 
dhaba construction. There are no rooms but a common hall 
on first floor and a varanda on ground floor which are used 
by tourists to stay. The total accommodation capacity is 
1000. The nominal charges are collected as one rupee for 
per head per day. There are three samadhis of the Mahants, 
and also temples of Tulja Bhavani and Maruti inside the Math 
It is a huge one. The Mahant of this math is a bachelor. 
Various meetings also take place here. The tourists come 
from Karnataka, A.P. and Maharashtra state in this math for 
stay. This math is also used for marriage ceremony on a 
charge of hundred rupees for each ceremony. Tourists 
facilities like water, electricity, cot, bed, urinals, 
lavatories, bathrooms are not available here.

Rohidas Maharaj Math was built in 1963 by municipal 
council of Tuljapur in Chamar Lane. There is a hall, which
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is used for Balwadi school. The total accommodation 

capacity is only fifty. There are no rooms, cots, beds 

and no other facilities in this math. It is used for 

religious activities and marriage ceremony on a charge 

of rupees one hundred for each ceremony.

Table 4.5 reveals that there is a provision of 

3200 seats accommodation in the mathas. The condition of 

most of the mathas is very poor. There exists a most 

unhygienic and filthy atmosphere. There is no proper 

arrangement of water and lavatory and W.C. which calls for 

an urgent need to check. The further deterioration of the 

mathas. there is a need of reconstruction of Garibnathbuva*s 

Math. Mansurgiri math and Somgiri math due to its oldness 

and inclination of walls. There is possibility of increasing 

accommodation as space is available. The provision of beds# 

lavatory, W.C. and bathrooms with sufficient water# electri

city and fan facilities should be provided to the tourists. 

There are own agricultural lands of Aranyabuva's math# 

Garibnath Bhuva's math. Bharatibuva1s math, Vakojibuva's 

math and Hamrojibuva's math which can be managed properly 

and may increase their income. Funds for reconstruction 

of mathas may be collected by government of Maharashtra by 

donations from tourists# taxes# rents from accommodation and 

other means. These funds should be used for reconstruction 

of mathas. The construction should be such that all basic 

requirement of the tourists fulfilled. It may enhance the 

income of the mathas and facilities may be available to the



tourists. For all this it is suggested that municipal 
council should take active part in this respect and try 
to reduce the problem of accommodation in'Tuljapur 
especially at the time of fairs.

4.5.3 Lodges in Tuljapur *

The demand for accommodation of tourists is partially 
met by lodges. Lodges provide accommodation to the tourists. 
Many religious tourists desire to get accommodation in lodges. 
These lodges are privately owned. There are twelve lodges 
in the town (Map 4.4). I’hey provide better facilities than 
Dharmashalas and Mathas, at cheaper rates. They charge per 
day per head rupees twenty to thirty per room. The list of 
lodges in 1’uljapur is given in Table 4.6

Table 4.6 : Lodges in Tuljapur.

Sr.
No. Name of the Lodge Accommodation

capacity
Charges per 
head per day

1 Ashirvad lodge 200 15
2 Parvati lodge 50 15
3 Shri Balaji lodge 100 15
4 Pavan lodge 150 20
5 Hotel Sahyadri

and Lodge 25 206 Mayur lodge 25 10
7 Adeshi lodge 22 208 Laxmi lodge 10 159 Shri Mauli lodge 130 1510 Trimurti lodge 30 2011 Jai Bhavani lodge 10 1512 Hotel Mayura lodge 160 30

TOTAL 912
....

SOURCE : Data compiled by the Author
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Table 4.6 reveals that there are twelve lodges 

in Tuljapur. Total capacity is about 912 persons per 

day* There are two lodges# Ashirwad and Pawan which 

have capacity of 200 persons and 250 persons per day.

During the fair time these figure increases and adjust

ments is made to provide residential facility to the 

tourists, shri Mauli lodge (photograph No.14), Mayur 

lodge and ^hri Balaji lodges have capacity in between 

100 to 110 persons per day. Adishi lodge, Sayadri lodge, 

mayur lodge and Trimurthi lodges have capacity of 20 to 

30 persons per day. Parvati lodge has capacity of 50 

persons per day. Remaining lodges, ‘Jaibhavani and Laxmi 

have capacity of 10 persons per day. It is noted that 

during the fairs time and adhik mas, all the lodges are 

full but remaining period of the year most of the lodges 

remain vacant, it is observed that the charges are compa

ratively less in the town. It varies from Rs.10 to Rs.30 

per head per day. But during fair time the charges are 

more than the scheduled rate. It is understood that because 

of heavy rush during the fair time there is extra strain on 

the management and expenditure increases. In order to cope 

this expenditure, extra charges are taken. But, it is 

observed that as an average the charges are normal. Manage

ment also provides refreshments and meals on demand.

There is also a government tourist bungalow which 

is run by the Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation



(MTDC). It has eight rooms including five cots in each room. 
The charges per head per day are rupees twenty only. It is 
constructed in 1982. Economically sound tourists only can 
stay there. Better services are provided at these places. 
There are also state governments other establishments such 
as Dak Bungalow, Guest house and Circuit house which are 
managed by different state government departments and insti
tutions. These are especially meant for government officers 
and to other dignitories. There is also Shri Tulja Bhavani 
Mangal Karyalaya in which the tourists take accommodation 
in it at a cheaper rent. The rate per head per day is only 
two rupees. The capacity of the Mangal Karyalaya is about 
1000 persons.

4.6 DEVOTIONAL GOODS AND ARTICLES :

The devotional goods are the speciality of Tuljapur. 
The devotional goods include pedha, sugar candy, sugar balls, 
chirmuras, futane, cornflakes, coconuts, bananas, sari, blouse 
piece, bangles, garlands of flower, haldi and kumkum. There 
are about 100 shops which have a wide variety of devotional 
articles. These shops are on the Mahadwar road, especially 
on the eastern and south-eastern side of the temple. Few 
shops are also located on S.T. stand road. All shops remain 
open twenty four hours a day at the time of important fairs 
that is Dasara fair and Makar Sankranti fair.
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4.6.1 Devotional eatables i

The devotional eatable products are very important 
to religious tourists. These goods are purchased by them 
as 'Prasad*. Therefore, every tourist purchases some of 
goods which cost about minimum rupees five. These eatables 
are produced at privately. No co-operative firm is there.
Near about all the devotional eatables have brought from 
Solapur and Pandharpur. Very small quantity of eatable are 
produced locally. Chirmuras are produced by Pathan,Kevadkar 
and Mehtab shaikh on a small quantity. Sugar candy and sugar 
balls are produced by Sakhahari Sarvade and Mehtab shaikh 
only. Kum-Kum is produced by Waze only. But the cost of 
locally produced commodities are higher than the commodities 
purchased from Solapur and Pandharpur. Therefore, the other 
traders purchase goods from Solapur and Pandharpur. The local 
producers sell their goods in their own shops only. Pedha 
bought from village Saramkondi in Bhoom taluka of Osmanabad 
district.

The main devotional goods are Haldi-Kumkum and Bangles 
(known as bangle of Goddess/Fuli). The haldi and kumkum is 
locally produced by only Waze, for their own sale, other 
merchants should bought haldi and kumkum particularly from 
village Kem in Solapur district, Amravati, Nagpur and from 
Pandharpur. The haldi is known as yellow kumkum. There are 
32 shops in Tuljapur who sell haldi and kumkum. Each shop



should sell about two quintals of haldi and about three 
quintals of kurokum during a year.

The Jaibhavani Bangles known as Full are bought 
from Firojabad (U.P.). Formerly it was bought from 
Gajalpet (A.P.). Some merchants bought bangles from 
Solapur, Bars!, Latur and Bombay also. The annual sale 
of bangles is near about 25 to 30 thousand todas (One 
Toda equals to 200 bangles). There are 15 shops of 
bangles.

The devotees present the garland and flowers to 
Goddess Tulja Bhavani. There are about 25 flower shops 
in the town. They bring flowers from solapur. The reli
gious people vows goddess the sari and blouse piece. It

A*

should be stored in the Jamdar Khana of the Goddess and 
after a week the trustee make an auction of devotional 
goods in auction and resell to the religious tourists. 
Therefore they have no need to bring it from outside.

There are twelve shops of photoframe makers.
They prepare photos of Goddess Tulja Bhavani and other 
gods and goddesses. They bring raw material like wooden 
frames, plywood, hardboards, cardboards from Pandharpur.

4.6.2 Garland of seashale and baskets (8iaf-Fardi? s

Tuljapur is famous for production of garland of 
seashales and baskets (known as Mal-Pardi). These are
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used as devotional notions of the people. Many religious 

tourists purchase these things at the fair time. The gar

lands of seashale are produced locally by the female workers 

only. Seashales are brought from Solapur. About 40 families 

are engaged in preparation of garlands of seashales. It is

a household industry, especially in Chamar lane of Tuljapur.
•*

In fair season each family member from this community pre

pare garlands of seashales. About 40 female workers are 

engaged in preparation of garlands of seashale around the 

year. Each expert woman prepare 50 garlands every day.

They get labour charges about rupees fifteen for one Muta 

(one muta is equal to 25 garlands). They send these garlands 

to the merchands for sell. There are about twelve shops 

which sells the garlands of seashales. The annual income 

from these is about fifty thousand rupees.

Baskdt of bamboo (known as Pardi) is woven by Burud 

community in Tuljapur. About five families are engaged in 

this occupation, and engaged twenty five persons in it.

Bamboos (as a raw material) are bought from Solapur. One 

person can prepare about ten baskets in a day. The merchants 

supply raw material to them and give wages per basket as rupees 

five and they sell them at the cost of rupees fifteen each. 

There are about ten shops which sell the baskets. The annual 

sell of each merchant is about seventy five thousand rupees.

With these mal-pardi, Tuljapur is also famous for 

various Idols. Brass idols of Vitthal-Rukmini, Ganpati,



Shri Saibaba, Annapurna, Balaji, Laxmi-vishnu, Gopal- 
Krishna, Shri Tulja Bhavani are sold here, only the 
Narsing Tulsiram Tate produces the brass idols with 
only three labourers. The production is on a small 
scale, it also includes the production of Arti, Samai,
Lota, Gadawa, Worship plate, fancy items like Panchpatra, 
About 80 percent brass idols are bought from Muradabad 
(U.P.), Jalesar (U.P.), Pandharpur, pune, and from Mardi 
in solapur district. There are eleven shops selling the 
brass idols, Ahe daily sale of each shop is rupees one 
hundred in off season and about rupees 5000 in fair period.

4.7 RECREATION :

For the tourists, picture is the chief means of 
entertainment. In the town, there are two cinema houses 
namely Gopika and Pratap. They hold three shows daily of 
Hindi or Marathi films.

Though the town lacks in open spaces and parks, 
yet there is a small garden namely Rani Laxmi Udyan.But 
the condition of it is not so good. Due to scarcity of 
water in summer season, the plants, became dry. There are 
no facilities of chairs to seat in garden. Tap water is 
not available for drinking, the garden is not at all clean 
It should be maintained well. The sufficient water supply 
should be provided, ^’he water showers should be arranged



there. The grass (lawn) should be maintained well. There 
must be fencing to the garden. Craddles should be provided 
in the garden for children.

There is need of two more gardens in Tuljapur.
One of them may be near the tourist bungalow where is 
a vast open area for establishment of garden is availa
ble. And another garden may be established on the side 
of Latur road* towards the eastern side of the rural 
hospital.

Almost all the educational institutions have the 
facility of playgrounds. The Tulja Bhavani Engineering 
College have a large and spacious playground.

There are also other facilities like banks# 
post and telegraph office and hospitals are available 
in Tuljapur which engaged infulfillment of the require
ments of the tourists.
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